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THERE are many well-understood reasons why discussion of rape
invites euphemism and circumlocution, but there is also the simple

fact that rape hurts to talk about. Rape constitutes “a cultural sore spot . . .
something that needs our attention but that we are afraid to touch.”1

The Victorians preferred to describe rape through terms that either
highlighted violence but downplayed sexuality (like “outrage”) or those
recasting violence as romance or psychology (“seduction”).2 Despite
our increased contemporary comfort with sexual explicitness, like the
Victorians, we continue to put linguistic distance between “rape” and
its referent, between the word we use to describe violence that is sexual
and such violent sexuality. We don’t like to say, don’t like to hear, don’t
like to read the word “rape.” It feels too unspecific, too phonetically
explosive, too emotional. It lacks legalese’s detachment and requires
remodeling before entering the realm of interpretation—be it an actual
court of law or the literary critic’s assessment—where it becomes either a
category term (“sexual assault”) or a granular accounting of specific
physical acts (“digital penetration”).

And yet rape is a necessary word and concept and, we contend, a
keyword for a growing subfield of literary and cultural scholarship,
humanistic rape studies. As scholars working to establish this approach,
we embrace the openness of “rape” as an umbrella term. Without rape
as a stable signifier of specific acts, we find ourselves transported back
to the nineteenth century, speechlessly fumbling like Tess Durbeyfield
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for language that adequately describes what happened. And yet it is the
very particularity of rape for a character like Tess that leads us to clarity:
rape remains an indispensable domain of nineteenth-century literary
studies precisely because rape is a thoroughly historically contingent phe-
nomenon. Joanna Burke, in her magisterial Rape: A History from 1860 to
the Present (2007) insists that rape “varies between countries; it changes
over time. There is nothing timeless or random about it. . . . On the con-
trary, rape and sexual violence are deeply rooted in specific political, eco-
nomic and cultural environments.”3 It is part of the power of rape, of its
current structural pervasiveness, that it is capable of shaping people’s
expectations to such an extent that it suggests itself as a timeless, eternally
recurring fact of life, when it actually amounts to an intensely situated set
of behaviors, many of which crystallized into their current forms in
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, propelled by changing labor
conditions, European imperialism, and shifting family and romantic
configurations. Literary scholarship, especially in eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century studies, has traditionally attempted to tether
representations of gender-based violence to “objective,” transhistorical
frameworks such as “the law” and psychology.

To counter such ahistorical critical gestures, one of us recently
coined the term “adjudicative reading” to make visible some scholars’
tendency to approach fictional depictions of sexual violence legalistically,
including assessing characters’ motivations and identifying criminal
behavior.4 Such readings replicate rape law’s historical prejudices by
privileging the experiences of the accused over and often against those
of the victim. Instead, Victorian rape studies should cultivate a “capacious
conception” of rape that allows for a range of sexually violent acts to
become intelligible as such.5

As noted, the Victorian period was notorious for its oblique repre-
sentations of sexual violence. However, as far as we can ascertain from
extant scholarship, Victorian representations of rape as a social problem
resonate with contemporary framings in that it was disproportionally
carried out by men, chiefly targeted women, and severely restricted the
emotional, physical, and spatial autonomy of those it affected.
The mental paradigm for rape was often that of “stranger rape,” a
trope exploited in sensation pennies, especially during the advance of
the railroad in the 1860s and ’70s.6 Conversely, the public paid relatively
scant attention to domestic sexual assault, perhaps because it was built
into the legal structure of marriage through the “marital rape exemp-
tion,” a legal standard formulated by Matthew Hale in 1736 that granted
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married men immunity from prosecution after forcing sexual intercourse
with a spouse.7 As the nineteenth century progressed, authors became
increasingly vocal in their disagreement with this standard, contributing
to the rise of the feminist movement.8

Victorians conceptualized the effects of rape mostly as property and
status damage, with less focus on psychological or physical repercussions,
though recent scholarship has recognized the subtle ways in which some
authors traced the psychological aftermath of rape.9 Rape was often eco-
nomically devastating, particularly for unmarried women if it rendered
them unable to marry and thus join the domestic reproductive “work-
force.”10 As a structure of violence, it permanently socially subordinated
those it harmed, not just women, but also children, men, and nonbinary
people. Unsurprisingly, the literary representation of rape of male and
nonbinary people in the period is extremely limited.11 Rape’s harms
were compounded for those who were multiply marginalized, such as
enslaved, poor, disabled, young, or queer people.12 Finally, while
rape in Victorian literature almost always serves as a metaphor for subju-
gation, violation, and social death, in the late Victorian period, it
becomes newly invested with imperial guilt and is deployed in revenge
fantasies against the socially ascendant New Woman, especially in nonre-
alist fiction.13

As can be inferred from our sketch, most research on Victorian literary
representations of rape has addressed cisgender men’s violations of cisgen-
der women’s bodies and minds. Typically, perpetrators and those they
harm are white, middle class, able-bodied, heterosexual, and married, indi-
cating both whose suffering the Victorians deemed important or safe
enough to depict and in whose violations scholars have been interested.
There is very little research on rape outside the white middle-class
family, and we urge scholars to attend to nonheterosexual, queer, disabled,
impoverished, and colonial contexts. For us to arrive at a fuller picture of
Victorian rape and to understand both continuities and breaks with our
contemporary moment, we continue to require bold forays into the past.
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